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EPIC JOURNEY

Big journeys often have humble beginnings. The quest the three children embark on at the start of this piece begins in an village, crosses a windswept desert, 
passes through the spectacle of a lavish fair, and finally into the realm of the sublime within the dome, where they reconnect with themselves through a 
dramatic narrative arc. In the end, the story comes full circle—a curve, a loop—in many ways resembling the gentle curve of the Samsung Curved Display. The 
culmination of the story in an epic location brings the Hero’s Journey to a close, although the audience is aware that it is only to begin again anew in a further 
adventurous cycle of wonder, challenge, and excitement.  

Surround yourself with an experience as real as life. 



STORY



1 / WIDE HIGH ANGLE / HERO RUNS DOWN THE STREET 3 / WIDE LOW ANGLE, FOLLOWING / HERO SEES FRIENDS 

“Jaldi ao, deko kya aya hai!” 
 

4 / MEDIUM 3-SHOT / HERO TELLS THE BIG NEWS 

The kids look confused, but run along.  

5 / MEDIUM CLOSE / FRIENDS LOOK AT EACHOTHER 

One of them asks as he runs alongside the first kid, 
“Kya aya hai?” 

6 / MEDIUM REVERSE / HERO RUNS OFF 

The kid smiles and gestures to keep following.  
 

VILLAGE

2 / WIDE HIGH ANGLE / HERO RUNS DOWN THE STREET 

The film opens on a Rajasthani boy running down the village street calling out to 
his friends to follow him. 
 



7 / WIDE 3 SHOT / KIDS RUN INTO THE DESERT 

The kids, really excited and full of energy run out of the village, over dunes and 
across the desert. 
 

9 / EXTREME WIDE / KIDS SEEN ON HORIZON 8 / WIDE DOLLY OVER SAND / CAMERA FOLLOW WIND 

DESERT

11 / MEDIUM / KIDS RUN AGAINST WIND 10 / WIDE HANDHELD / CAMERA MOVES THROUGH 
WIND 

12 /  EXTREME WIDE TIME LAPSE / LIGHT FADES ACROSS 
DUNNE 

This timelapse shot accentuates the curvature of the 
dunes.



EARTH MEETS THE STARS 
Three children run along a sand dune away from the camera, the wind rustling their desert clothing, sand drifting softly off the tops of the dunes in the light 
breeze. As we crane upward, the children crest the dune and stop, amazed. The sky transitions in a subtle gradient, from a hint of sunlight on the horizon to a 
dusting of stars high above. There is an otherworldly fair in the valley below—a scattering of colorful, traditional carnival structures and tents surround a 
futuristic-looking silvery dome which dominates the fair.  

An extreme wide angle lens will be utilized, causing the horizon to appear slightly curved off in the distance. This curvature will serve to accentuate the rolling 
lines of the sand dunes, while also alluding to the curved television (which has yet to be revealed).



13 / EXTREME WIDE CRANE UP / CAMERA FOLLOW KIDS 
UP THE CREST OF A DUNE TO REVEAL A FAIR AND THE 
CURVATURE OF THE EARTH 

Just as they crest a high sand dune, they suddenly 
stop. Down below, we see a bright, colourful fair with a 
ferris wheel, jugglers, unicycles, snake charmers, 
sword swallowers, fire-eaters.  
 

CRESTING THE DUNE



16 (SHOT SERIES)  /  SERIES OF CLOSE UP, PANS, 
HANDHELD   /   FAIR MONTAGE 

Series of fast shots capture the spectacle and chaos 
of the fair as the kids run through the madness. 

15 / FRAME / NAME 

The kids run down to the fair and pass through all the entertainment and head towards a large dome at the end of fair.  

17 / WIDE DOLLY FORWARD / THE KIDS RACE THE DOME 

RACING THROUGH THE FAIR

14 / WIDE / KIDS RUN DOWN THE DUNE 



OLD WORLD MEETS NEW WORLD
The fair is reminiscent of historical carnivals: colorful, ornate, chaotic. The tents and structures are embellished with a sense 
of nostalgia. The children dodge through diverse crowds of revelers as they make their way to the clean, minimalist, space 
age line of the dome, arching over everything in stark contrast to its surroundings. 



ENTERING A SPIRITUAL PLACE
A complete shift in tone occurs as the children enter the dome at the culmination of their journey. The music is wiped away, replaced with a hauntingly 
beautiful whale song. In an instant, the desert scene vanishes, replaced with a completely liquid world: ripples of water suffuse the space with an underwater 
quality, dappling the children’s faces in aquatic splendor. The children have stepped out of a fairground spectacle and into the realm of the spiritual. Their 
excitement is replaced by an almost trance-like state of wonder. They gaze around in open-mouthed amazement, stunned by what they see all around them. A 
majestic group of manta rays swims slowly past.  
 

EFFECTS 
Bioluminescence runs 
down the structure of 
the dome. 



18 / WIDE / OPENING CURTAINS 

One of them opens the curtain covering the entrance 
and enters.  
 

19 / MEDIUM WIDE / CAMERA FOLLOW IN CURVED DOLLY 

The kids are now inside the dome.  
 

23 / WIDE INSERT / FISH 

They are awestruck as they are now inside an 
aquarium dome and there is the ocean all around 
them. Bright coloured coral and fish swim around in 
the beautiful blue water around them.  
 

21 / WIDE INSERT / FISH AND SHAFTS OF LIGHT 22 / MEDIUM WIDE DOLLY IN ON HERO / SHAFT OF LIGHT 

And suddenly from the distance, a massive sting ray 
comes towards them. And comes close to the 
foreground and faces the kids.  
 

20 / WIDE 3-SHOT / NAME 

INSIDE THE DOME





23 / CLOSEUP DOLLY AROUND KIDS AND OUT INTO A LOW ANGLE WIDE SHOT / 180 DEGREE REVEAL 

As we enter into the 180 degree sequence, each child vanishes into their own internal experience of wonder, overwhelmed to a nearly religious degree by the splendor they encounter inside the 
chamber. Shafts of light, rippling with motion, undulate over their ecstatic faces. Each child is individually absorbed in their personal universe, but as we pull back, the personal becomes the universal, 
as we see that each child is reacting to the same astounding sight. Their personal journeys have come to an end, but the viewer sees that their individual quests have been brought together in a 
single, unified culmination.  



ANIMATIC FOR 180 DEGREE REVEAL SHOT

http://curved.corydonwagner.com/180-reveal-shot.html 
password: beard

http://curved.corydonwagner.com/180-reveal-shot.html


24 / FRAME / NAME 

A graceful spotted eagle ray glides past the panes of the undersea display, serenely beautiful and potent. As it slows into the hero TV screen, the curvature of its body subtly mirrors the curvature of 
the television itself. The manta ray’s motion slows further, arching up to the extreme curved edges of the screen, freezing in place as the Samsung Curved Display comes into full visibility. At the 
crucial moment, the flaps of the wings flourish at their maximum extension, pointing to the corners of the curved display, and highlighting its unique, sensual form.  



ANIMATIC FOR PRODUCT SHOT

http://curved.corydonwagner.com/product-shot.html 
password: beard

http://curved.corydonwagner.com/product-shot.html


STYLE



JOUNRNEY OF CONTRAST

This film’s journey will be marked by stark contrasts, bringing the audience along on a trek across time and space. Each location serves as a border 
between worlds, while the sharp contrasts we encounter throughout the journey provide a sense of scope for the depths of the characters’ 
imaginations.  

The style of the film reflects this epic storyline. 



CAMERA MOVEMENT
Our spot shall be characterized by a floating handheld feel with natural light, crisp colors, and perspective framing. Circular moves and wide angle lens will 
invoke a sense of movement, sensuality, and soft curving lines connecting us to the form of the Samsung TV. Wider lenses will be favor in order to bend the 
spatial relationships and accentuate the natural curves within the world.



MUSIC PROCESS AND VISION
PROCESS TO DEVELOP AN ORIGINAL SCORE BASED ON TRADITIONAL RAJASTHANI FOLD MUSIC 
Music is as essential to this film as the characters and visuals. To that end, we will bring in a musical director to develop the sound track in tandem with the shooting 
boards and prep. Our music director will pull samples of Rajasthani music are well known as well as tracks that give it a distinct and unique quality. As this is a truly epic 
journey, finding natural and emotionally impactful transitions that usher the viewer from scene to scene is vitally important. Below is the starting point for what will 
become an in depth process to master a score that truly fits our story.  

VISION AND MUSICAL ARC 
Beginning in the village the music shall possess a familiar and traditional Rajasthani style. The lyrics and song beckon the kids onward to begin this great quest forward 
in search of something so special and rare.  

As the children enter the desert the music subtly shifts taking on the tones of their new environment and increasing the pacing of the music to a more energetic 
propulsion forward. Kids are meant to explore and the music stokes their imagination and sense of yearning to see what is beyond their.  

Once the child crest the dune, a festive atmosphere accompanies them as they descend the valley into the fair. This celebratory mood will expand as the children 
traverse the fairground, ducking and weaving through the crowds to the tune of a playful, dance-like score that draws them closer and closer to this enormous round 
dome.  

But when the entrance to the dome is opened and they enter… something unexpected happens. The music shifts dramatically as if it were blown out by the elements of 
the dome’s inner chamber.  The traditional Rajasthani music evolves into a more modern tone with elements of sound effects and worldly moves. A deeply meditative 
oceanic ambiance dominates the room, striking a reverent tone as the children enter the dome. Whale songs will fade gently in as the children stare around in wonder. 



ENVIRONMENT
A landscape shot establishes 
your location, but getting close 
and intimate with your 
subjects is what reveals the 
emotional depth of place. Our 
mission is to celebrate 
vibrancy of color in nature 
through authentic imagery. In 
doing so, we capture the land’s 
unique fingerprint of colors 
and shades of light. I will use a 
variety of techniques to reveal 
these subtle tones.  



CURVES OF NATURE



SHAFTS OF LIGHT



NATURAL LINES



CASTING & PERFORMANCE



CASTING

My mind is open when it comes to casting. At the very least I see three bright eyed and inquisitive children. Four or five will work as well. However 
six will feel like a party with little time for the audience to relate. The smaller group of 3-4 kids allows us to really see the distinct personalities in 
the time frame of 60 seconds.  

The Rajasthani  Boy or “Hero boy” (age 7-9) —the eldest boy—is the ringleader of the group: roguish, adventurous, fearlessly leading the way. In the 
desert he finds a staff or walking stick clutched in one hand, denoting leadership and wisdom. His desire to explore inspires the group onward and 
his tenaciousness to keep going motivates his friends through the wilds of the Rajasthani desert. As the wind kicks up the sand he appears almost 
as a proud hero standing at the head of the group, staff in hand, squinting through the dust in his eyes. 

The Girl (age 6-8) is coy, mature, aware of the hero’s brashness, inspired by him but level headed and rational. She looks after the youngest boy, 
even as he tries to run off ahead, clinging to her hand. When not lost in the excitement of the journey forward she adopts the motherly role for the 
group. She may be prepared with a traditional Rajasthani scarf around neck to keep her warm.  

The Young Boy (age 5-6) is bright-eyed, impetuous, innocent, tagging along after the leader, but still very much the “baby” of the three. Of the three, 
he is the most expressive, reflecting the greatest awe and wonder when we enter the giant dome.  

Together they form a tightly knit, adventurous band of explorers, wandering into an unknown world of imagination and wonder. 



EXPRESSIVE FACES
They will possess a natural expressiveness 
that cannot be contain. Our smiles shall be 
subtle but powerful and captivating.



ATHLETIC AND PLAYFUL ENERGY
The kids we select will be naturally full of energy. We want athletic talent ready to run up a sand dune and then roll down it. They must be ready to jump, tumble, and 
launch forward with smile. 



AN INQUISITIVE MIND LEADS TO TRUTHFUL SMILES
These kids are curious about the world around them. As such they hold a natural fascination with new things. Yet, as the narrative progresses, each individual will 
give a fraction more. When a smile does break it shall be with the bliss of a small child. Never shall we see too much.  

These three individuals experience life deeply and they carry with them potent stories that enriches their world.



THE CLOSEST OF FRIENDS

It is clear that this group of kids are the greatest of friends. They have a history of play and this is evident in their determination to move forward across the desert 
and into the unknown. When we cast, we shall select talent that naturally bonds together as a group. They must be friends from a past life and there has to be an 
innate connection between them that spans age and gender. These kids should act as if they have known each other their entire lives.  

This is after all, a story not of one person but of a society moving forward with a strong sense of culture and the past into a very modern future of awe and beauty. 



THANK YOU

This film is an epic journey and I look forward to 
digging deeper into discussions, references, and 

visualizing some iconic moments together.  
- Corydon Wagner 

Dablir Singh 
dalbir@kissfilms.in

Anuradha Sachdev 
anuradha@kissfilms.in 
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